“preVENT” (windows & doors)

D3
Door-shut
Dawn & Dusk
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EXCEPTIONS to the STAR IDEA

“PREVENT MOSQUITO BREEDING BY PREVENTING WATER STAGNATION”

So much has been said in chapter prEVENT on preventing mosquito breeding by preventing water stagnation by name B 3.

There are places where hardly one can do of Prevention of Water Stagnation like those who live on the banks /quite nearby to STAGNANT RIVERS like for example the A, B, C of Chennai

A. Adyar  B. Buckingham  c. Cooum

Though who live near the stagnant river should also prevent mosquito breeding in all the points, they may be helpless & they have only the following two options

1. Door Control (D 3)  2. Net the Best (N3)
If you cannot stop mosquito breeding around your home, your next PreVENT solution is:

D3
Door-Shut
Dawn & Dusk
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What & Why “VENT in preVENT? VENTS ARE ventilators & windows (+entry doors) PREVENT –SEAL all VENT (opening) in your place and stop mosquito entry inside

PreVENT. Mosquito entry points

D 3
Door-Shut
Dawn & Dusk
The MANTRA’S name is DOOR CONTROL

- Yes have control of your entry doors. No doubt, it is secured against human intruders & not mosquitoes.

DAWN

- Mosquitoes are good TIME MANAGERS. They enter either during “dawn” or “dusk”
Mosquitoes maintain punctuality & enter only during dawns or dusks.

Dawn & Dusk, the time mosquito enters your home

This is wrong.
Don't keep the doors open

This is correct.
Keep the doors SHUT

Windows are entrances for mosquitoes

**D 3 Door-Shut Dawn & Dusk**
Fix a DOOR SPRING on all the MAIN ENTRY DOORS

Door with Door Closer

Door Closer

Door Closer which keeps the door always closed

D 3 Door-Shut Dawn & Dusk

MUSTQUITO ExNoRa
Window “BESTOW a NET”

Mosquito swarm inside a church without window-net

100% control with net
Hearty WELCOME to YOU.
Please CLOSE the DOOR the MOMENT you enter as the WELCOME is only to YOU!! & NOT to MOSQUITOES!!!
Request by our “MUSTQUITO ExNoRa”

The sticker-sign will ensure visitors keeping the door closed, with a smile
Other Mosquito Entry Points

1. Entry Doors
2. Windows
3. Bath Room Exhaust Fan

Door-Shut
Dawn & Dusk

The 3rd WORLD WAR against MOSQUITOES

MUSTQUITO ExNoRa
Fix nets to doors & have the flexibility of closing & opening the door

Main entry point “Entry Door”

MUSTQUITO ExNoRa

The 3rd World War against MOSQUITOES

D 3 Door-Shut Dawn & Dusk
2. Entry Point 2: WINDOWS
Fix mosquito Net on the windows
BATH ROOM EXHAUST.
COVER IT WITH A NET
Keep the windows & the entrance doors of your house closed in the mornings and in the evenings, the time when the mosquito enter your home.
Close the entry & window DOORS of your entry house both at DAWN & DUSK
Remember the 3 ‘D’s to ban entry of mosquitoes to your house.

D3
Door-shut - Dawn & Dusk
The 3 ‘D’s are Door–shut, Dawn & Dusk
Exceptions to D3 are Hostels & Houses with many occupants & tenants. There will not be any DOOR-SHUT-DISCIPLINE”

Doors always kept wide open which cannot be avoided

Then the prevENT SOLUTION is N3 i.e. Net Needed Necessary
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